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This paper gives a brief and maybe a bit subjective survey of the bootstrap
and its use in econometrics. Since research in this …eld has been very active,
especially in the last …ve years or so, I will give a brief introduction to the
”basics” of the bootstrap but mainly try to focus on the ”frontier” of this
rapidly evolving …eld. I will do this by …rst saying a few words on the basic
ideas and then try to explain how the bootstrap can be applied in the three
major contexts, i.e:
² Estimating variance (standard errors)
² Correcting for bias
² Forming tests
Having done that I will dwell upon the subject on as to why the bootstrap
actually provides asymptotic re…nements a bit longer. I believe that the
understanding of these issuesreally helps telling us if it isa good idea to apply
the bootstrap in a speci…c context. Having gone through these somewhat
messy arguments, I will …nally describe a selection of applications and also
hint at some questions open for future research.
1.1 The Bootstrap
The bootstrap as a computational device was invented and introduced by
Efron (1979) as a quite intuitive and (perhaps deceptively) simple way of
…nding approximations of quantities that are very hard, or even impossible
to compute analytically. The basic idea is to take the sample that we are
interested in and think of it as if it was a population and then by resampling
1create a new sample, a bootstrap sample, which we use to compute some
quantity that we are interested in. If we repeat this several times, obtaining
lots of bootstrap samples, we can use the mean of the computed quantities
as an estimate of the expected value of this bootstrapped quantity.
Let us just consider a simple example: Suppose that we, just for the
sake of the argument, would want to compute the bootstrap mean for a
sample of, say, heights of 30 economists. To calculate the bootstrap mean, we
consider the 30 heightswe have as the entire population. We then, using some
unbiased pseudo random number generator, perform 30 random drawings
from our ”fake” population, but all the time drawing with replacement, i.e.,
we put the heights drawn back into the population all the time. Then,
almost certainly, some heights will be drawn several times and some not at
all. The bootstrap sample that we get will thus di¤er somewhat from the
fake population, i.e. the original sample. We now compute the quantity of
interest, which in this case was the mean, using the bootstrap sample and
obtain one realisation of the bootstrap estimator for the mean. We then
repeat this several times, say a thousand, and thus get thousand bootstrap
samples and thousand realisations of the bootstrap mean. Computing the
mean of these thousand realisations will give us our estimate of the expected
value of the bootstrap mean.
Now, why would anyone bother doing this? Well, doing precisely what we
just did, we would be suprised indeed if the bootstrap mean deviated from
the mean of the original sample. The above example is hence not a partic-
ularily interesting one. In many cases however, this simple principle can be
used to approxiamte quantities that are very hard to compute analytically.
In addition to this, bootstrap quantities can, under certain circumstances,
be shown to converge to the true values more rapidly than asymptotic ap-
proximations, and also be used to correct for bias. We will return to this
shortly.
2That is basically it. However, as we shall see, the devil is in the details,
and even givingthisvery basic explanation on what the bootstrap isall about,
two important critisisms could be raised against the description above.
1. The description too sloppy. If we want to make a more rigorous
description following e.g. Shao & Tu (1995) the bootstrap is really a
combination of two techniques: the substitution principle and a nu-
merical approximation. Without getting into details, the idea is that
there exists a bootstrap distribution, which is the distribution we get
when we do the resampling conditional on our present sample. The
substitution that we make is to replace this unknown distribution of
interest by an empirical distribution, e.g. the empirical distribution of
our sample. This gives us a theoretical bootstrap distribution, which
may have several interesting characteristics, and is the subject of study
in theoretical work on bootstrap estimators. These estimators however
seldom have closed form solutions1, and we hence need to approximate
them numerically, which is what we do when we actually carry out the
repeated resampling and average over the bootstrap samples to get the
expected value.
2. The de…nition is to narrow. The general tendency in the literature
is to say that the bootstrap is a bit more than what we just have dis-
cussed, and therfore to label the above procedure ”a non-parametric
bootstrap”. It is then thought of as non-parametric as opposed to an
estimator where we would use family of distributions rather than an
empirical one doing the bootstrap. In our simplistic experiment above,
it would correspond to saying that N (¹ y;s) is the best approximation to
the heights of economists, and then draw values from this distribution
1See for example Shao & Tu (1995) pp. 10f for an example where such a closed form
solution actually exists. The boostrap estimator of the variance of a sample median is
shown to be equivalent to the estimator of Maritz & Jarret (1978).
3rather than doing the resampling, yielding an even more rediculus esti-
mator. The more general de…nition of the bootstrap would then be any
procedure drawing samples from a DGP, either given by a parametric
family or by an empirical distribution, which uses these so called boot-
strap samples to draw inference about quantities of interest. In the
following we will almost exclusively be discussing the non-parametric
bootstrap and will hence surpress the ”non-parametric” epithet if there
is no risk of confusion.
2 Basic use of the bootstrap
Having looked brie‡y at the general principle we will now look at the …elds
where the bootstrap has been used most commonly up until present.
2.1 Standard Errors
The …rst use made of the bootstrap was to estimate the standard errors
for e.g. estimators in cases where there were no analytical asymptotic ap-
proximations available. (Once again, you would hardly ever be interested in
bootstrapping the variance for a sample mean.) The procedure of calculating
bootstrap standard errors for basically any estimator is straightforwardly de-
scribed in Efron & Tibshirani (1993), and we will here just sketch the general
idea and then say a few words of warning.
Let’s however …rst …x some notation, which I will try to stick to through-
out. We will use the superscript b to indicate any bootstrapped quantity; we
will e.g. label the original samples y, the quantities of interest µ(y) and hence








where j indicates the j:th out of
B bootstrap realisations. The expected value of the bootstrapped quantity
which is obtained by calculating the mean of the bootstrap realisations is
denoted by µ
b:
4In terms of the introduced notation, the general idea is now to estimate
the standard error of a parameter estimate of interest by computing the




















A typical example where this type of bootstrap estimator has been ad-
vocated is the variance of Manski’s maximum score estimator (see Greene
(1997) pp 902 f). Since there is no likelihood argument behind the Manski
(1975) estimator, standard information matrix estimates are not available
and the bootstrap might seem useful. There are however, as yet to my
knowledge, no theoretical results established on this bootstrap estimator,
which makes using it a somewhat risky business, since we cannot be assured
that the estimates will converge to true values at all2.
So, are bootstrap standard errors useful? Well, in his lecture notes on the
bootstrap, Marc Nerlove gives a simple example of resampling OLS residuals
usingthese toestimate the standard errors for the regression coe¢cients, …nd-
ing these severely downward biased (Nerlove (1998)). The reason claimed, as
described by Nerlove (1998), is that the …tted residuals which he resamples
e = y ¡ Xµ










2For the Horowitz (1992) smoothed maximum score estimator bootstrap results do exist
(Horowitz (1996)), which however is a direct corrolary of assymptotic approximations
existing for the original estimator, making the bootstrap less necessary but still useful
according to the results in the latter study.
5which is certainly di¤erent from the error term he uses in his DGP, which is
" » N (0;¾2I): This will not work very well, and the reason isthe dependence
of the bootstrapped quantity of interest, the variance of the OLS-coe¢cients
on unknown parameters. For reasons that soon will become evident, we would
however not expect the bootstrap standard errors to perform substantially
worse than the asymptotic ones. The main problem in Prof. Nerloves aplica-
tion is probably that he uses unadjusted residuals. Since OLS residuals are
generally smaller than the error terms of the regression model, these should
be adjusted by scaling them by
q
n=(n ¡ k). If done properly, the bootstrap
estimate variance should, with an increasing number of bootstrap iterations,
converge exactly to the asymptotic OLS variance-covariance estimator.
There are seldom any e¢ciency gains from applying the bootstrap to esti-
mate standard errors, for those reasons that, once again, will become evident
when we look at the properties of bootstrap tests, shortly. The literature has
over the last decade hence moved away from variance estimation by using the
bootstrap, and instead focused on bootstrap tests, tests which in most of the
cases are the reasons as to why we are interested in the variance estimates
in the …rst place.
2.2 Bias correction
Before turning to the …eld of bootstrap tests, we will consider another com-
mon application of the bootstrap, i.e. correcting for bias. Even if we know
that an estimator is consistent, it might su¤er from bias in …nite samples.
By applying the bootstrap we can try to correct this bias using the following
simple procedure:
1. Estimate the parameter of interest, µ; by e.g. OLS, IV or ML to obtain
^ µ:













j is the same estimator that was used to obtained ^ µ applied to
the bootstrap sample.







b ¡ ^ µ
4. Calculate the bias-corrected estimate as





= 2^ µ ¡ µ
b
The idea behind the procedure above is hence that the di¤erence between
the estimate ^ µ and the true value µ; should be the same as the di¤erence be-
tween µ
b and ^ µ; or, loosely, that the the relation of the bootstrap sample to
the original sample is the same as the relation between the original sample
and the true population. This forms the basis for the simplest form of boot-
strap bias reduction. Further descriptions on these procedures may be found
in Efron & Tibshirani (1993).
There is an obvious problem with this approach, namely that we assume
that the bias is constant and does not vary with the parameter value. There
is normally no good reason to expect this to be the case. In MacKinnon &
Smith Jr. (1998) the use of the bootstrap is explored in settings where the
bias function is not assumed to be constant. Their results of generalising
the bias function is encouraging, though there is a clear trade-o¤ in terms
of e¢ciency loss from using the bias corrected estimator, to the extent that
using the corrections may increase the mean squared error of the estimator.
7In Ferrari & Cribari-Neto (1998), the authors seek to unify the literature
of bootstrap bias correction with the one of analytical ditto. In the pa-
per, which is somewhat involved, the equivalence of analytical and bootstrap
correction is demonstrated for ML estimeators of models with one parame-
ter. For more general models the authors provide som Monte Carlo evidence
expressing a weak preference for the analytical correction, con…rming the
results of MacKinnon & Smith Jr. (1998) in the respect that the bootstrap
corrections may induce increased MSE.
2.3 Bootstrap tests
The main reason for using bootstrap tests rather than asymptotic tests is
that the latter may in …nite samples be biased, i.e. they have empirical sizes
that di¤er from their nominal ones. A main feature of bootstrap tests is
that, under certain condition which we will look into shortly, their empirical
sizes will converge to the true sizes faster than asymptotic tests and at times
converge considerably faster. Bootstrap tests with correct sizes can also often
be shown to have basically the same power properties as their asymptotic
counterparts3. Before discussing the issues of convergence, we will describe
what a bootstrap test is all about.
To pinpoint the di¤erences, let us …rst brie‡y consider traditional hypoth-
esis testing. Suppose that we have a sample from which we have obtained an
estimate ^ µ of an unknown parameter µ: To test a hypothesis on this single
parameter, say H0 : µ = 0, we simply employ a t-test, which we know will
have a certain distribution at least asymptotically, given that the null is true.
Using this approximation we will assess whether the test statistic is likely to
have been drawn from the distribution in question.
3The results mentioned as well as those given below in this section are proofed and
discussed at further length in Davidson & MacKinnon (1996b), Davidson & MacKinnon
(1996a) and Horowitz (1997)
8When forming a bootstrap test in this context, we could instead use the
fact that we know the sample value of µ in the sample, and then treat this
sample as if it was a population for which the true value of the parameter of
interest is in fact the estimated parameter, ^ µ.4 We then create a bootstrap
sample by randomly resampling observations from our original sample with
replacement, thereby obtaining a sample with the same size as the original
one, but not with the same composition. The bootstrap sample is then used
to obtain a bootstrap estimate, ^ µ
b
; which in repeated (re)sampling will be
equal to ^ µ on average:
The resampling procedure is then as usual carried out a large number of
times and for each bootstrap estimate a test statistic is formed based on the
null that ^ µ
b
= ^ µ: Doing that we will obtain a distribution of test statistics
which isgenerated taking the characteristics of the data in the original sample
into consideration, while explicitly imposing the restriction that the null is
true. Calculating the 95th percentile for the absolute values of the t-statistics
obtained from the bootstrap estimates, we get the bootstrap critical value for
our t-test at the 5 % signi…cance level, with which we can compare the value
of the t-test obtained from the original sample testing e.g. the hypothesis
^ µ = 0: The principle behind the bootstrap test is hence to construct a true
null, e.g. ^ µ
b
= ^ µ; and then simulate the distribution of the test statistic using
the data at hand.
Even though the intuition might appear straightforward, the rigorous ar-
gument as to why the bootstrap provides re…nements compared to …rst order
asymptotics is somewhat involved. The fundamental property we require of
the test in order for the bootstrap to provide re…nements compared to …rst
order asymptotics, is the one of pivotalness, i.e. that the test distribution
does not depend on any unknown parameters.
4It is certainly not necessary to use the set-up suggested here, since all bootstrap
schemes that impose the true null would be valid. However, in cases such as this when µ
delimits H0, it seems natural and straightforward to use the present setting.
9This is certainly true asymptotically for the t-test, since we know that
its distribution will converge to a N (0;1); which is evidently independent
of any unknown parameters. For the t-test we may obtain a distribution
independent of unknown parameters even in …nite samples5, which would
suggest that a bootstrap t-test should work quite well in even when the
sample size iscomparatively small. For most tests, the property of pivotalness
is full…lled asymptotically, since their limiting distributions are quite often
normal och chi-squared or whatever. If we however in the linear regression
context are willing toassume normal errors(under the null), several testssuch
as tests for serial correlation, heteroscedasticity (including ARCH), skewness
and kurtosis are exactly pivotal and the bootstrap test will then be exact even
in …nite samples. To see why bootstrap test actually provide re…nements as
compared to asymptotic tests, and why the pivotalness is important in this
context, we need argue a bit more rigorously, which will be the scope of next
section.
3 Why do bootstrap tests provide re…nements?
My conjecture from studying the literature is that the …eld where the boot-
strap has been most commonly applied is the one of bootstrap testing. One
reason for this may be that there is a clear theoretical support for the boot-
straps ability to provide re…nements as compared to asymptotic approxima-
tions when bootstrapping pivotal tests. Since the importance of bootstrap-
ping ”pivotal quantities” is by now well understood by researchers active in
the …eld, I think that it is useful to spell out the most widely spread proof
on as to why this re…nement occurs in somewhat greater detail. The de-
scription of the proof is somewhat ”sketchy”, but basically follows Horowitz
(1997) and Hall (1992). The reader who desires more of rigour should look
5That is, if we are willing to assume normal residuals or …xed regressors.
10up especially the latter reference.
Let usstart out with aset of datawhich isarandomsample fXi : i = 1;:::;ng
from a distribution, the CDF of which we will denote by F. If it would be
possible to describe the distribution by some …nite set of parameters, µ; we
would write the CDF as F (x;µ), which would be equivalent to adopting an
entirely parametric method. The proof we are about to go through could
the straightforwardly carried out for a parametric bootstrap, but for the case
most relevant to this survey, the non-parametric bootstrap, we will have to
make use of a more general Empirical Distribution Function (EDF) which
we will denote by Fn; the generic estimator of which is




I (Xi · x):
This estimator, ^ Fn (x); will under mild regularity conditions converge to F





. (See e.g. Davidson (1994) p. 332)
Let us furthermore introduce a test for a certain H0 about the distribution
fromwhich fXig isdrawn, and label this test Tn(X1;:::;Xn); the …nite-sample
distribution of which under the true H0 is Gn (z;F) ´ P (Tn · z) .(z being
the critical value for rejection). If we now take the case of a symmetric two-
sided test, we reject H0 at the ® level if jTnj > zn® where the critical value
zn® solves
® = 1 ¡ (Gn (zn®;F) ¡ Gn (¡zn®;F)) (1)
Since we do not know F, we cannot obtain zn® right away. Depending on
the circumstances, there are now at least three di¤erent ways to proceed:
1. Suppose that Tn is pivotal in …nite samples. This means that Gn will
not depend on F at all, and we will know the value of zn® exactly. This
is for instance the case with a t-test on a regression coe¢cent if we have
normally distributed errors. What we simply do is to obtain zn® from
11a standard t-distribution.
2. Few tests are pivotal in …nite samples. Most of the tests employed in
econometrics are however asymptotically pivotal. In the case of our
t-test, it will converge to a standard normal variable, which of course
is independent of F and any other parameter, for that matter. What
we then do is to use the standard normal distribution to obtain an
approximation for zn®:
3. These asymptotic approximations can at times be quite poor. A third
route is hence to aproximate F by Fn and hence form the test based on
Gn (z;Fn); and that is essentially what a bootstrap test is all about,
i.e. in our two-tailed case solving
















n® is the bootstrap critical value. Normally we cannot obtain





and we must hence resort to
numerical simulations through Monte Carlo resampling, which is the
way the bootstrap tests are normally carried out6.
The main bene…t of the third route, the bootstrap, is that these tests
do converge faster than asymptotic approximation. To prove this we need
the higher order approximation known as the Edgeworth expansion which
applied to our empirical distribution for the test takes the form of
Gn (z;F) = G(z;F) + n
¡ 1
2g1(z;F) + n






where G(z;F) is the the asymptotic CDF of Tn; g1 an even function of z
6Recall the discussion in the introduction, that the bootstrap consists of combining
two principles. First, the substitution principle; we replace F by Fn: Second, numerical
approximation, carried out by resampling.
12for each F and g2 an odd ditto. Furthermore g2 (z;Fn) will converge almost
surely to g2 (z;F) uniformly over z7: Now using (1) and (3) we get that
® = P (jTnj > z) = 1 ¡ [G(z;F) ¡ G(¡z;F)] ¡ 2n






Note that we have used the evenness of g1 and that o(n¡1) § o(n¡1) =
o(n¡1):
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¯ ¯ ¯ > z
´
¡ P (jTnj > z) = [G(z;F) ¡ G(z;Fn)] (4)
[¡G(¡z;F) ¡ G(¡z;Fn)]
+2n






If G(¢) is su¢ciently smooth, what matters here will be rate of convergence





; and is the
leading order in the expression above. We hence see that the bootstrap test
under quite general conditions have sizes that converge to their true ones at





. This is however the same rate of convergence as the
standard asymptotic and we would gain nothing from taking the trouble to
use bootstrap tests. But here comes the trick. If the test that we bootstrap
7Just stating the Edgeworth expansion (or rather its inversion) is a regrettably unin-
tuitive way of presenting the proof and certainly a ‡aw of this exposition. These higher
order expansions are however quite tricky sfu¤, and must admit that I …nd it hard to
convey any …rm intuition here.
13is asymptotically pivotal, its distribution will not depend on any unknown
parameters, which directly implies that G(z;Fn) = G(z;F) for all z; and
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having applied the mentioned convergence result for g2 (z;Fn) to g2 (z;F):
We hence …nally obtain the desired result: If the test we bootstrap is
asymptotically pivotal, which almost all tests used in econometrics are, the






to the asymptotic approximation.
4 A few applications of the bootstrap
We will now survey a few recent contributions to the bootstrap part of the
econometrics literature. The bias towards tests and the usage of pivotal
quantities in this exposition, is claimed to be a manifestation of the state of
the literature, rather than my own preferences.
4.1 SUR-regressions
It is a well-known property of the Zellner SUR estimator, that the asymp-
totic standard-errors of the regression coe¢cients may be severely downward
biased. Already more than ten years ago Marais (1986) and in a published
piece of work a few years later Atkinson & Wilson (1992), attempt to address
the problem by using bootstrap standard errors. The evidence was mixed
but did indicate some improvement. It should be evident from the earlier
discussions on pivotalness, that the results that the authors obtained most
14likely were parameter dependent, and that a bootstrap test would have more
clear-cut results. In Rilstone & Veall (1996) the approach of using percintile-
t con…dence intervals was adopted. This approach involves bootstrapping
pivotal quantities, and hence yielded results much more clear-cut and en-
couraging than in the previous studies: the bootstrap con…dence intervals in
their Monte Carlo study almost exactly covered the nominal ones.
Whereas this approach does not add much conceptually compared to the
test procedures described earlier, it however allows assymetric con…dence in-
tervals which might be a potentially important feature, and we will therefore
look at the procedure used brie‡y.
The description on as to how the bootstrap sample was created is some-
what vague in the paper, but was presumably done resampling the residuals
of the second step, which should be independent by construction. The algo-
rith then works brie‡y as follows:






















4. Repeat steps 2-3 a few hundred times or so.
5. Sort the distribution of ^ tb and extract ^ tb
1¡®=2 and ^ tb
®=2:




















Wong (1996) provides a nice and straightforward implementation of a boot-
strap test. The Hausman exogeneity test, which is asymptotically pivotal
converging to a Â2 distribution, is claimed to have a bootstrap equivalent





but o(n¡1) faster than the asymp-
totic approximation8. Data is generated as
y = ¯0 + x¯1 + u
and under a true null of exogeneity there is no correlation between x and u.
For a false null these are correlated, but an additional regressor z is generated
which is uncorrelated with u but correlated with x. The alternative estimator
to OLS is standard IV. The algorithm for the bootstrap test is as follows:
1. Estimate the equation by OLS and IV and compute the Hausman test
^ Q
2. Resample residuals estimated as ub = y ¡ ^ ¯
OLS
0 + x^ ¯
OLS
1




1 +ub (Note that using the OLS estimates
constructing the bootstrap data-set, the true null is explicitly imposed)
4. Estimate once again by OLS and IV and compute the Hausman test
^ Qb
5. Repeat steps 2 - 4 lots of times.
6. Sort the distribution of ^ Qb
7. Reject exogeneity at the ® ¤ 100%-level if ^ Q > ^ Qb
1¡®
8This is generally true for tests converging to a Â2: See Hall (1992).
16Whereas the asymptotic test appears size distorted (undersized) in the
Monte Carlo presented in the paper, the bootstrap works perfectly well in the
experiments reported. It also appears that the advantage of using bootstrap
increasesasthe correlation between the instrument and the regressors becoms
low, which should have important implications for practical applications.
4.3 Time Series and Dynamic models
An important issue that we have not yet touched upon, is how to carry out
the bootstrap in dynamic models. There is an extensive survey available in Li
& Maddala (1996), where an entire issue of Econometric Reviews is devoted
to the paper and …ve commenting notes by other leading researchers in the
…eld. We will here just discuss the general principle according to which the
bootstrap is carried out in dynamic models, and how time series models with
non-IID errors could be handled.
Let us …rst consider a simple dynamic model of the type






As long as the errors are IID, the implementation of the so called recursive
bootstrap is straightforward:
1. Estimate ® and ¯ by some estimator of preference.








^ "t = yt ¡ ^ ®yt¡1 + ^ ¯0 + ^ ¯1xt
9The rescaling is necessary due to the aforementioned fact that OLS residuals under-
estimate the true errors.
173. Generate a bootstrap sample by resampling from the ~ "t:s, and either
using an actual y0 or drawing it from its unconditional distribution, i.e.
y0 » N
Ã ^ ¯0




1 ¡ ^ ®
2
!
and then creating the bootstrap data recursively as
y
b
t = ^ ®yt¡1 + ^ ¯0 + ^ ¯1xt + ~ "
b
t (5)
4. Apply the estimator to the bootstrap sample and calculate a pivotal
statistic of interest. Then carry on as usual.
If there is an error structure of more complex form present, the so called
Moving Blocks bootstrap could be used in static time series models. The
general idea is to perserve this error structures by resampling (overlapping)
blocks of residuals rather than resampling them one by one. There are sev-
eral problems with this approach, not the least that the serial dependence
will just prevail within the blocks, making the approximation of the resid-
uals distribution a rather ”rough” one. This and other problems as well as
di¤erent ways of implementing the moving blocks bootstrap is thoroughly
discussed in Li & Maddala (1996).
4.4 Nonstationarity and the Bootstrap
First and foremost, it needs to be stressed that the issue as to if and when
the bootstrap can be applied in nonstationary contexts appears to be an
open question. Several studies exist, giving somewhat mixed evidence. The
standard results of improvements compared to asymptotic approximations
do not immediately carry over when the quantities we bootstrap come from
none-stationary time series.
18This particular research …eld is quite active and some progress has been
achieved. The earliest reference in the econometrics literature seems to be
Harris (1992), where a bootstrap test for a unit root in a univariate context
(the ordinary Dickey-Fuller test) is shown to have better properties than the
asymptotic test, once the unit root is imposed. There are no theoretical
results, at least not in the econometrics literature, telling us if we should
expect improvements from bootstrap tests in these cases, and trying to gen-
eralise the univariate test to a bootstrap version of the Johansen (1988)- test,
Harris & Judge (1998) …nd that the bootstrap does not work at all. Their
conjecture is that it is the mix of stationary and non-stationary series that
makes the bootstrap back…re. There is however, as mentioned, no theoretical
explanations, as yet.
As for cointegrating regressions, where the residuals have been brought
to stationarity, there however seems to be a case for the bootstrap. Li &
Maddala (1997) gives evidence for improved inference using bootstrap tests
on the coe¢cients of cointegrating vectors. An important implication from
their studies is that when the series involved are I (1), it is necessary to
bootstrap the residuals (which under cointegration are I (0)). Further results
on the usefulness of bootstrap tests on cointegrating vectors estimated by the
Johansen (1988)-procedure is also given in Gredenho¤ (1998).
4.5 GMM Bootstrap tests
Even if the bootstrap is quite able to improve inference for these estimators
as well, forming bootstrap tests for GMM estimators provides some speci…c
di¢culties. Suppose that we have used the GMM to obtain a parameter
vector of interest, ^ µ; and have hence assumed that the vector satis…es the
population moment conditions
E [g (x;z;µ)] = 0;
19where g(x;z;µ) is a vector of moment conditions, x regressors and z instru-
ments. In order to restrict ^ µ
b
to equal ^ µ; the bootstrap sample moments must
satisfy the same moment conditions as the original sample, which would not
be the case if we bootstrap observations with probability 1=N in the GMM















are generally not zero when the model is overidenti…ed. If we want to restrict
^ µ
b
toequal ^ µ, we must therefore restrict the sample momentsused accordingly.
This problem has recently been noted and addressed in two papers, each
suggesting a di¤erent approach to solve the problem.
4.5.1 Brown & Newey
Brown & Newey (1995) consider an approach based on using an alternative
estimator of the distribution of the data. The above problem is solved by
replacingthe empirical distribution with a moment restricted estimator of the
distributions. By doing this, the moment conditions are explicitly imposed.
More formally, Brown & Newey use a distribution function estimator that
imposes the moment conditions. Instead of resampling with probabilities
1=N, each observation is given an individual probability, pi, of being drawn.
These estimated probabilities re‡ect how well the moment restrictions are
ful…lled in each case.
The probabilities are calculated using a so called empirical likelihood
approach10. Let observation i in the original data be drawn with a probability
10See further Owen (1988) for a treatise on Empirical Likelihood




















is obtained from an e¢cient GMM estimation on the orig-
inal sample. Instead of solving the maximisation problem in (6), Brown &
Newey present an easier way to calculate the probabilities above without










ln(1 + ¸^ gi) s:t: 1 + ¸^ gi > 0:
Then pi is given by
^ pi = N
¡1
³
1 + ^ ¸^ gi
´¡1
:
This empirical likelihood estimator is a member of a class of distribution
estimators, which are moment restricted. Brown & Newey show that, if one
only has information about the moment conditions, the proposed moment
restricted estimator is the asymptotically most e¢cient estimator available.
4.5.2 Hall & Horowitz
Hall & Horowitz (1996) propose a di¤erent way of recentring the GMM boot-
strap. They create bootstrap samples in the traditional way, that is, by
drawing each observation from the empirical distribution with probability
1=N. Instead of recentring the distribution as Brown & Newey do, they re-
centre the moments around their empirical values and use these recentred
21moments when estimating the model and when forming a bootstrap version





be given by a GMM estimation on the original data. The
recentred moments are then
~ g
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where ¹ g is given by










Monte Carlo evidence for the performance of the two di¤erent approaches in
a dynamic panel data model is provided in Bergström, Dahlberg & Johansson
(1997) and Bergström (1997), where it is demonstrated that even if neither
of the approches can ba argued to be better than the other as a whole, they
both provide nice improvements as compared to asymptotic approximations.
Quite few applications of the GMM bootstrap have been undertaken. To our
knowledge the only ones are Dahlberg & Johansson (1997) and Bergström &
Lindberg (1998).
5 Final remarks
This has been a rough and ready exposure of some of the basics and some of
the ongoing research in the bootstrap …eld. There are surely important parts
of and paths through this …eld that I have left out, but hopefully this paper
could serve as a short introduction into this fascinating …eld. The bootstrap
is certainly a useful device, if applied properly. If the problem of interest is
designed rigorously, the correct (pivotal) quantity is bootstrapped, and the
22result is evaluated carefully, using the bootstrap could probably prove quite
rewarding in many contexts.
The principles of the bootstrap are easy and intuitive. Yet, in order to
fully understand why the bootstrap works better than …rst-order asymptot-
ics in a speci…c case, it is important that the theoretical properties of the
boostrap estimators are investigated thoroughly, something that might prove
very important for estimators applied to especially nonstationary data. This
should be an important …eld for further theoretical resarch. When it comes
to empirical applications, bootstrap procedures have become, if not yet stan-
dard, but at least increasingly important to researchers in the time series
…eld. Applications for micro- and panel data are really much more scarce,
but should become much more common, since there are several encouraging
theoretical and Monte Carlo results speaking in favour of the bootstrap in
these settings.
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